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QUESTIONS TO START THE CONVERSATION
Sometimes we catch our kids red-handed with porn and a 
conversation must follow immediately. Most of the time, we 
need to be creative in talking to our kids about this 
potentially uncomfortable subject. When talking to your 
kids about porn, asking good questions may be your key to 
unlocking a meaningful conversation. Here are five questions 
to start a conversation about porn with your kids.

ONE // WHAT ARE YOUR FRIENDS SAYING ABOUT PORN?
This one may seem easy, but it can be difficult because it’s so direct. If 
your kids are loyal to their friends, they will feel like they are ratting on 
them if they say something. Assure your kids that you are not seeking to 

get their friends in trouble; you are just curious about conversations 
happening among their peers. When you ask this question, make sure it’s 

connected to an ongoing conversation about their friends. Just throwing 

this in randomly will be awkward, and your kids will think you are up to 

something.

TWO // WHAT ARE YOUR FRIENDS WATCHING ON YOUTUBE?
This one is more indirect. YouTube tries its best to monitor

pornography that is being uploaded, however, a lot of sex-centered

audio books and podcasts seem to be untouched. I asked my son a

few weeks ago, and he mentioned a popular gamer who seemed

innocent at first. But as I dug more, I found out that the gamer was a

porn star himself and talked about his adult content during live

streams. YouTube has some really great content, but it can also be

used in some very harmful ways if we are not monitoring it for our

kids. This opens the door for a conversation about what’s OK to watch

and what isn’t.

Do you trust your child's friends?

Do your know who your kids are following on Youtube?

https://www.imom.com/kid-friendly-youtube/?__hstc=123427924.b03c4597acb1a9ead6b03d2a67210ab9.1689527215798.1689527215798.1689882208045.2&__hssc=123427924.2.1689882208045&__hsfp=207578461
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THREE // HOW WOULD THE WORLD CHANGE IF THE
INTERNET SUDDENLY DISAPPEARED?

This one is abstract and will get you and your kids thinking. The

conversation will be all over the place. You may look at the economic

impact, how we communicate, and what technological devices we

may or may not have. The key to getting your kids talking about porn

through this question is guiding them to see how pornography is so

intertwined with the internet. We don’t use this to scare our kids, but

we must discuss these things through meaningful conversation.

FOUR // WHAT IF EVERYTHING YOU WATCHED, CLICKED, OR
SCROLLED THROUGH ONLINE WERE PUBLIC FOR ALL TO
SEE?

Now we are going straight to the heart. My hope is that my kids will

not lie to me and they will tell me the truth, but porn brings so much

guilt and shame. On my kids’ best day, I want them to come to me,

and on their worst day, I want them to come to me. If you plan to ask

this one, make sure you don’t shame them and remind them of how

much you care and love them no matter what.

Would you life change drastically if you lost the internet?

FIVE // WHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE BIGGEST STRUGGLE
KIDS ARE FACING IN YOUR GRADE?

I’ve asked this question for a few years with all three of my kids. They

have never answered it the same twice. For my fifth grader,

pornography and foul language are the biggest struggles for his grade

right now. My son talks openly about the words his friends use and the

subjects of their conversations. We must be prepared not to judge

them or belittle their struggles but show empathy and grace. If your

knee-jerk reaction is negative, then they most likely will not talk to you

about it again.

Mom/Dad how would you answer this question for yourself?

Do you remember being in the same grade your kids are in?

https://www.allprodad.com/3-signs-porn-addiction-in-children/

